3. APPOINTMENT AS ADMINISTRATOR AND RELEASE

Each party listed above shall be a separate Administering Party.

207, Company Number OC349535
Financial Services Authority (FSA), FSA 514529, BIC: UBSW2ECL

1. Parties To Whom This Adherence Letter Applies

The definitions and provisions contained in the Protocol are incorporated into this Adherence Letter.

2. Adherence Letter

We, the signatories set out in Paragraph 1 of the Protocol, declare our adherence to the Protocol, the AFME Financial Instruments Tax Protocol, on behalf of the AFME as defined in Paragraph 2 below.

AFME Financial Instruments Tax Protocol

AFME FINESTRI Financial Instruments Tax Protocol – Adherence Letter

Dear Sirs,

Tuesday, 19 February 2013

Lloyd’s of London
EC3V 9DH
London
Tower Place
St Peter’s House
Association of Financial Markets in Europe
PFA The Tax Division
To the extent that each addressee entity does not share the same contact details, please provide the

Name: Jon Meilberge
Signed by: JON MEILBERGE

Tudioe Pecering, Holk & Co, LLP

Yours faithfully,

We agree to the publication of every copy of this letter by AFME and to

We consent to the publication of the confirmed copy of this letter by AFME and to

.we undertake to notify AFME of any changes to these details at any time thereafter.

E-mail: jmeilberge@tudoepercing.com
Telephone: 0203 808 6430
Address: 33 Shilling's Square, London SW1 Y AJ8
FAX: Jon Meilberge, Managing Director
Name: Tudoe Pecering, Holk & Co, InternationaL LLP

Our contact details for the purposes of the Protocol are:

4. CONTACT DETAILS

Actions contemplated as being required by AFME.

or in any way relating to this adherence Letter our adherence to the Protocol or any